FanFinder360º
for TV and Streaming Marketers

Fan insights and optimized tune-in activation for
shows, genres, actors and more
FanFinder360º provides Digital Marketers and Consumer
Insights teams an unprecedented view into the shared,
positive aﬃnities between the true fans of their shows streaming, network, or cable - and everything they love
across the world of social media.
All-in-one platform supplies actionable insights about fans
interests and behaviors - what they are watching, where
they are browsing, favorite YouTube channels, favorite
sports teams - so you know where to ﬁnd them.
Why social? Social is the new water cooler for discussing
the hottest shows, the latest episodes, and of course, what
is going to happen next. Over 1 billion engagements, every
three months, means that the more fans are engaging on
social than anywhere else.

FanFinder360º beneﬁts

Create a 360º view of your
fan’s top online & oﬄine
interests, behaviors,

Identify brand sponsorships
and celebrity endorsements
based on known shared
aﬃnities

Create optimized Social
Media Keyword targeting
lists for your campaigns

Top website & YouTube
channel aﬃnities for
direct placements

visit aﬃnityanswers.com/insights-tv for more information

How it works
Most social insights providers rely on Twitter data, which is biased and proven to be an unreliable single-source of truth. We combine
engagements from across Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter to deliver the most reliable view of fan behavior and intent.

Affinity Answers repeats
this process across the
engagements of 550M
people and 70,000 brand
entities daily

And feeds that into
FanFinder360º

Provides a complete view of fan’s shared
affinities across any show, celebrity, or movie

All affinities are real time and relevant,
refreshed based on the last 13 weeks of
engagements

Top 5 FanFinder360º subscription beneﬁts
FanFinder360º is a subscription-based platform that gives you unlimited access to uncover Tune-In insights for your shows from over
70,000 Networks, Genres, Celebrities, Brands, Games, and more. These are the top 5 reasons why our Clients love their subscriptions.
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Captures active
engagements of the
most passionate TV
fans
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Near real-time data
gives you the most
current look at what is
trending

Diverse data set. Crossreference Insights from
over 1,000 different
categories

Add new shows, actors,
or genres to the
platform at no
additional charge

Paints a perfect
picture of my most
passionate fans

visit aﬃnityanswers.com/insights-tv for more information

